
C22 BAA/C23 BBA BOGIE STEEL CARRYING WAGONS
The BAA wagons were introduced in 1972 & were built in several Lots until 1975 (A further 32 were built in 1976 but were of slightly 
different dimensions). Those covered by the kit are nos. 900000-198/200-273.  Various styles of ends were fitted (details below). Some 
wagons were fitted with cradles to carry steel coil - either across, or right along the length. The floors were of inverted 'U' channel with mesh 
between to allow loading of hot steel at 500oC & to permit forklift trucks to unload it. There were various positions for the stanchions, either 
along the sides, or in slots in the deck. Cradle fitted wagons did not have any stanchions. Short lengths of round bar are used to prevent the 
coils moving, usually placed in the holes in the channel. The first 49 wagons had vacuum pipes & were coded BAB, but these were later 
removed. Cradle fitted wagons were coded BKA/BKB(Kinky Beam) but then reclassified as BAA. Wagons usually ran in block trains of 
about 8 to 16 wagons, sometimes mixed with BBAs, usually between steel works. The 685 BBA wagons are similar in design & were built 
between 1973-80. They are 10ft longer at 50ft & have deeper sideframes — the extra tare of the wagon reduced the load capacity. The ends 
of these were apparently all the same design, although there is a photo of one fitted with cradles in British Railways Wagons p165 that has 
no end frame at all, & 2 wagons p42 of Freight Only Vol.1.   Later, boxes were fitted to hold coils, without a floor.
References:  Rolling Stock Recognition Vol.2; Freight Only Vol.1 pp.9/42/74, Vol.2 p.128; History of BR Wagons Vol.1 pp.123-5;British 
Railfreight Today & Tomorrow pp.6/70/72; British Railways 
Wagons pp.164-65. See also Rail Portfolio 9: 
Railfreight(Janes); & Rail Freight Today(OPC). Railway 
modeller Ausgust 2006 (BAA). Our website has photos: 
cambrianmodels.co.uk.
ASSEMBLY INSTRUCTIONS
BOGIES: It is best to commence with the bogies as these need 
to be left overnight for the solvent to set. Fit the brake discs to 
the wheels and paint them (silver-grey). Insert the bearings into 
the axle holes, then apply solvent to both sides of each fold. 
Bend the sideframes up and fit the wheels; apply some more 
solvent to the folds then place rubber bands round the bogies & 
leave to set overnight.  If Hornby couplings are not being used, 
the extension of the stretcher can be cut off before 
commencing assembly. Once they have set, the rubber bands 
can be removed & the other components fitted (see sketch). 
Some wagons have solid brake handwheels (mostly BBAs). If 
Hornby couplings are fitted, the cross piece will have to be 
trimmed to clear the mounting block.
BODY: Fit one of the headstocks & the sideframe together 
with one floor section (This fits on the bevelled top edge of the 
sides/headstocks). Then add the other half of the floor and the 
other headstock. While waiting for this assembly to set, the 
stanchions can be separated from the thicker 'socket' part if the 
stanchions are not to be fitted in the outer positions. The inner 
pockets (holes in floor) are usually those used. The stanchions 
are rarely upright & odd lengths. Short round lengths (use 
30thou plastic rod) are placed in the holes in the 'U' channels - 
drill out where required to fit the coil load. The cut-off sockets 
should be fitted to the side frames (8 per side), or the complete 
stanchions fitted to the sides. Fit the buffer extension pieces 
and the buffer heads (Oval buffers are fitted to some BBAs & 
these can be used if desired - numbers not known, those 
mentioned below in the livery details have round ones).
ENDS: The BBA wagons seem to have had one type of end - 
disregarding those which have none - see sketch. However, the 
BAAs had various styles of end. There is a type with 5 vertical 
sections with a bar right across the top. This is altered on the 
cradle fitted wagons by removing the centre section & the bar 
joining it to the others. The other common type is lower with 2 
pairs of vertical sections. These 3 can be made with the parts supplied. A fourth type had a modified low end with added pieces to make it the 
same height(?) as the high type (see RSRec.Vol.2 & Rail June 88 pp24/25). It is easier to paint the parts before removing them from the 
sprue. Fit them together & fix to the ends of the wagon, as per sketch. The inner face is supposed to be upright, but this is not always the case 
due to being struck by the load or loading equipment.
BRAKE FITTINGS: Fit the brake C/O levers to the back of the side frames both at the same end (position marked 'H'); one tank (position 
marked 'T'); and air cylinder to 'T' shaped pad on underside of floor at the same end as the handles. 
ATTACHING THE BOGIES: On the BAA only, remove the 4 small pegs from the upper side of the bolsters, before fitting to the floor. Fit 
the bolsters to the floor inside the locating ribs. The bogies can now be fitted to the bolsters - apply a small quantity of solvent to the holes in 
the bolsters & fit the bogies to them using the pins. (NOTE: the longer peg on the bogie moulding is for fitting to Lima iron ore wagons)
LIVERY: Originally, the wagons were in bauxite with black bogies. The next livery was all black except for the ends which were Railfreight 
Red. Cradles were also red, where fitted. Brake handwheels are white, as is the handle on the end & lamp iron. There is usually a white line 
up the inner edge of the ends.  Many have yellow axlebox covers. The top edge of the end of the floor channels have had a white line painted 
on as a safety measure. The load is usually steel coil on BAAs, but BBAs also carry cast slabs. Between 4 & 7 coils are carried - these are 
about 1metre wide & 2metres diameter with a single band (or not!) round them (use black insulating tape cut into 1mm wide strips) and 
kitchen foil (dull side outwards) for the coils (they are grey in colour)- wrap it round 13mm lengths of broomstick with a 3/8"/9mm hole 
drilled through it, & paint top silver/grey. No fastenings are used,  other than the pieces of stanchion in the floor. 
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